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BOUNDING THE k-STEINER WIENER AND WIENER-TYPE
INDICES OF TREES IN TERMS OF ECCENTRIC SEQUENCE
PETER DANKELMANN AND AUDACE A. V. DOSSOU-OLORY
Abstract. The eccentric sequence of a connected graph G is the nondecreasing
sequence of the eccentricities of its vertices. The Wiener index of G is the sum
of the distances between all unordered pairs of vertices of G. The unique trees
that minimise the Wiener index among all trees with a given eccentric sequence
were recently determined by the present authors. In this paper we show that these
results hold not only for the Wiener index, but for a large class of distance-based
topological indices which we term Wiener-type indices. Particular cases of this
class include the hyper-Wiener index, the Harary index, the generalised Wiener
index Wλ for λ > 0 and λ < 0, and the reciprocal complementary Wiener index.
Our results imply and unify known bounds on these Wiener-type indices for trees
of given order and diameter.
We also present similar results for the k-Steiner Wiener index of trees with a
given eccentric sequence. The Steiner distance of a set A ⊆ V (G) is the minimum
number of edges in a subtree of G whose vertex set contains A, and the k-Steiner
Wiener index is the sum of distances of all k-element subsets of V (G). As a
corollary, we obtain a sharp lower bound on the k-Steiner Wiener index of trees
with given order and diameter, and determine in which cases the extremal tree is
unique, thereby correcting an error in the literature.
1. Introduction and notation
Graphs in this paper are simple and with at least two vertices. If G is a graph,
then V (G) and E(G) denote its vertex set and edge set, respectively. The Wiener
index W (G) of a connected graph G is defined as
W (G) =
∑
{u,v}∈V (G)
d(u, v) ,
where d(u, v) is the usual distance between two vertices u and v of G. The Wiener
index was introduced by Wiener [30] in 1947 as a structural descriptor for the molec-
ular graphs of alkanes.
The Wiener index has been studied extensively in the mathematical literature;
see, for example, [14, 31]. Of particular interest are relations between the Wiener
index and other distance-based graph invariants. The problem to determine the
maximum Wiener index of a graph with given order and diameter (defined as the
largest of the distances between vertices), posed by Plesn´ık [25] in 1984, has attracted
much attention (see [24, 28, 29]) and has only recently been solved asymptotically
by Cambie [3]. The minimum Wiener index of graphs with given order and diameter
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was determined in [25]. The corresponding problem for trees was solved in [22]. The
relationship between Wiener index and radius (defined as the smallest eccentricity
of the vertices of G, where the eccentricity ec(v) of a vertex v in G is defined as
maxu∈V (G)(d(v, u)), was considered by Cambie [4], who asymptotically determined
the minimum Wiener index of a graph with given order and radius, thus asymptot-
ically confirming a conjecture by Chen, Wu and An [5]. An upper bound on the
Wiener index of graphs in terms of order and radius was given in [12]. The rela-
tionship between Wiener index and eccentricities was explored by Darabi, Alizadeh,
Klavzˇar and Das [11], who, among other results, gave an upper bound on the Wiener
index with given total eccentricity (i.e. the sum of the eccentricities of all vertices)
and a lower bound on the Wiener index in terms of total eccentricity, order and size.
In [6] the present authors explored the relationship between eccentricities by prov-
ing a sharp lower bound on the Wiener index of a tree with a given eccentric sequence.
The eccentric sequence of a graph is the nondecreasing sequence of the eccentricities
of the vertices of G. Moreover, the unique extremal tree was determined. These
results parallel similar theorems on the Wiener-type index as well as the k-Steiner
Wiener index of trees with a given degree sequence [27, 33].
The aim of this paper is to show that the bound from [6] on the Wiener index
of trees with a given eccentric sequence extends to a much larger class of distance-
based topological indices. A large number of topological indices were conceived for
the purpose of describing relationships between structural formulas and molecular
graphs, and many of the distance-based topological indices are variants or generali-
sations of the Wiener index; see [13] and the recent survey [31] for more information
on these indices and chemical applications. In this paper we are concerned with
variants of the Wiener index that can be expressed in the form
W (G; g) :=
∑
{u,v}∈V (G)
g(d(u, v)),
where g(x) is a nonnegative real-valued function on N (the set of all positive in-
tegers) that is either nondecreasing or nonincreasing in x. We say that W (G; g)
is the Wiener-type index of G with respect to g. In addition to the ordinary
Wiener index W (G), this definition encompasses some well-known distance-based
topological indices, such as the Harary index H(G) :=
∑
{u,v}⊂V (G)
1
d(u,v)
, the hyper-
Wiener index WW (G) :=
∑
{u,v}⊂V (G)
(
1+d(u,v)
2
)
(introduced by Randic´ [26] and
Klein, Lukovits, and Gutman [18]; see also [16, 32]), the generalised Wiener index
W λ(G) :=
∑
{u,v}⊂V (G) d(u, v)
λ where λ ∈ R, and the reciprocal complementary
Wiener index RCW (G) :=
∑
{u,v}⊂V (G)
1
d+1−d(u,v) , where d is the diameter of G. We
determine trees that minimise or maximise the above topological indices among all
trees with a given eccentric sequence.
We also obtain similar results for another generalisation of the Wiener index, the
k-Steiner Wiener index SWk(G), defined as
SWk(G) =
∑
A⊆V (G)
|A|=k
d(A) ,
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where d(A) denotes the Steiner distance of A, i.e. the minimum size of a connected
subgraph of G whose vertex set contains A. The k-Steiner Wiener index was intro-
duced by Li, Mao and Gutman [20], but the closely related Steiner average distance,
defined as
(|V (G)|
k
)
Wk(G), had already been studied in [8, 9]. For further results on
the k-Steiner Wiener index see, for example, [21, 23, 33].
Our main results imply sharp lower or upper bounds on the above parameters for
trees with given order and diameter, together with a characterisation of the extremal
trees.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we present a tree mod-
ification that leaves the eccentric sequence of a tree unchanged. This modification
is central to the proofs of our main theorems. In Section 3 we obtain a lower or
upper bound for W (T ; g) in terms of the eccentric sequence of a tree T , and also
characterise cases of equality. Some corollaries on distance-based topological indices
conclude this section. In Section 4, a lower bound on the k-Steiner Wiener index of
trees with a given eccentric sequence is proved, and we determine when the extremal
tree is unique. In Section 5 we use results from the preceding sections to derive sharp
bounds from the literature on the hyper- and generalised Wiener indices, and the
Harary index with given order and diameter. We also obtain a known lower bound
on the k-Steiner Wiener index, and determine when the extremal tree is unique,
thereby correcting an error in the literature.
The notation we use is as follows. Let T be a tree. By NT (v) (or simply N(v)),
we mean the set of all neighbours of vertex v in T . The path between two vertices
u and w in T will be called the u − w path. A vertex of degree 1 in T is called a
pendent vertex (or a leaf) of T . A pendent edge of T is an edge incident with a
pendent vertex. If T1 and T2 are trees, then we write T1 = T2 to mean that T1 and
T2 are isomorphic.
A tree is called a caterpillar if a path P remains when all leaves are deleted; this
path P is called the backbone of the caterpillar.
2. Preliminaries - eccentric sequences of trees
A sequence of positive integers is called a tree eccentric sequence if it is the ec-
centric sequence of some tree. The study of eccentric sequences was initiated by
Lesniak [19], who also provided the following characterisation of tree eccentric se-
quences.
Theorem 1 ([19]). A nondecreasing sequence a1, a2, . . . , an of n > 2 positive integers
is a tree eccentric sequence if and only if
i) a1 = an/2 and a2 6= a1, or a1 = a2 = (an + 1)/2 and a3 6= a2,
ii) for every a1 < k ≤ an, there is j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n− 1} such that aj = aj+1 = k.
Since there may be many vertices with the same eccentricity, we denote by
b1, b2, . . . , bl the different eccentricities in a tree T in increasing order, and by
m1,m2, . . . ,ml the number of vertices whose eccentricity is b1, b2, . . . , bl, respectively.
By Theorem 1, b1, b2, . . . , bl are consecutive positive integers and m1 ∈ {1, 2}. In
particular, the values of b1,m2, . . . ,ml completely determine the eccentric sequence
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of T : its radius is b1, the diameter is b1 + l−1 and so l = dd2e+1 if d is the diameter.
Moreover, the number of centre vertices, m1, is either 1 (if b1 + l − 1 is even) or
2 (if b1 + l − 1 is odd). Hence, we usually write S := (b1;m2,m3, . . . ,ml) for a
tree eccentric sequence. Given a tree eccentric sequence S, we write nS, rS and dS,
respectively, for m1 + m2 + · · · + ml, b1, and bl. In other words, nS, rS and dS are
the order, radius and diameter of a tree realising S, respectively. Where there is no
danger of confusion, we drop the subscript S. Throughout, we assume that n > 2.
Definition 1. For integers b1 > 0 and m2, . . . ,ml > 1, we define T(b1;m2,m3, . . . ,ml)
as the tree obtained from the path P := v0, v1, . . . , vb1+l−1 by attaching mj−2 pendent
edges to vertex vl+1−j for all 2 ≤ j ≤ l.
Figure 1. The tree T(4; 4, 3, 4).
Definition 2. For a tree eccentric sequence S, we denote the set of all trees with
eccentric sequence S by TS. The set of all caterpillars with eccentric sequence S is
denoted by CS.
The following tree modification was already used in [6].
Definition 3. Let T be a tree with diameter d, that is not a caterpillar. Denote
by P = v0, v1, . . . , vd a longest path in T . Then P contains a vertex vj that has a
non-leaf neighbour u not on P . We fix P and u. Without loss of generality, assume
that j ≥ 1
2
d. Denote by U the set of vertices that are in a component of T − u not
containing P . Let L and R be the set of those vertices in V (T )− U that are in the
component of T − vjvj+1 containing vj and vj+1, respectively.
Define T ′ as the tree constructed from T by replacing the edge uz by the edge vj+1z
for every neighbour z of u in U . The tree T ′ will be referred to as the mate of T
with respect to P and u, or, if P and u are clear from the context, as the mate of T .
It is well-known that in a tree T , the eccentricity of a vertex v is the maximum of
dT (u, v) and dT (v, w), where u−w is a longest path in T (see [19, Lemma 1]). Using
this fact, it is easy to see that for a tree T that is not a caterpillar, the eccentricity
of v in T equals its eccentricity in its mate T ′. Hence we have the following lemma:
Lemma 1 ([6]). Let T be a tree that is not a caterpillar. If T ′ is the mate of T ,
then T and T ′ have the same eccentric sequence.
3. Maximising or minimising Wiener-type indices of trees with a
given eccentric sequence
Our main theorem of this section reads:
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Theorem 2. Let T be a tree with eccentric sequence S = (r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml).
(a) Let g : N→ R be nonnegative and nondecreasing. Then
W (T ; g) ≥ W (T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml); g).
If, in addition, g is strictly increasing, then equality holds if and only if T =
T(r;m2, . . . ,ml).
(b) Let g : N→ R be nonnegative and nonincreasing. Then
W (T ; g) ≤ W (T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml); g).
If, in addition, g is strictly decreasing, then equality holds if and only if T =
T(r;m2, . . . ,ml).
The proof of Theorem 2 proceeds in two steps. In the first step, Lemma 2, we
show that among the trees T ∈ TS that minimise (or maximise) W (T ; g) there is
always a caterpillar. In the second step, we prove that among all caterpillars T ∈ CS,
the caterpillar T(r;m2, . . . ,ml) minimises or maximises W (T ; g).
Lemma 2. Let S be a tree eccentric sequence and g : N→ R a nonnegative function.
(a) Let g be nondecreasing and T minS the set of all trees that minimise W (T, g) among
all trees T ∈ TS. Then the set T minS contains a caterpillar. Moreover, if g is strictly
increasing, then T minS contains only caterpillars.
(b) Let g be nonincreasing and T maxS the set of all trees that maximise W (T, g)
among all trees T ∈ TS. Then the set T maxS contains a caterpillar. Moreover, if g is
strictly decreasing, then T maxS contains only caterpillars.
Proof. We only prove part (a) since the proof of part (b) is almost identical.
If the set T minS contains only caterpillars, then there is nothing to prove. So assume
that the set T minS contains a tree T that is not a caterpillar. Following Definition 3,
fix P , vj and u, and let T
′ be the mate of T , and let L,R, U be as defined there. By
Lemma 1 we have T ′ ∈ TS. For a, b ∈ V (T ), it is easy to see that dT ′(a, b) 6= dT (a, b)
only if a ∈ U and b ∈ R ∪ {u} (or vice versa), and that
dT ′(a, b) =
{
dT (a, b)− 2 if a ∈ U and b ∈ R,
dT (a, b) + 2 if a ∈ U and b = u.
Note that for each a ∈ U , the sets {dT (a, u), dT (a, vj+1)} and {dT ′(a, u), dT ′(a, vj+1)}
coincide. Hence
W (T ′; g)−W (T ; g) =
∑
a∈U, b∈R−{vj+1}
g(dT ′(a, b))− g(dT (a, b))
=
∑
a∈U, b∈R−{vj+1}
g(dT (a, b)− 2)− g(dT (a, b))
≤ 0,(1)
with the last inequality holding since g is nondecreasing. It follows that W (T ′; g)−
W (T ; g) ≤ 0, and since W (T ; g) was minimum, we conclude that W (T ′; g) =
W (T ; g). Note that T ′ has more leaves than T . Hence, after a finite number of
iterations of this operation we obtain a caterpillar C with W (C; g) = W (T ; g), and
thus C ∈ T minS . This proves the first part of (a).
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To prove the second part of (a) note that for g strictly increasing, the inequality (1)
is strict and we get W (T ′; g) < W (T ; g). This contradiction to our assumption
that W (T ; g) is minimum proves that T is a caterpillar. The second part of (a)
follows. 
Lemma 2 shows that for a proof of a lower bound (if g is nondecreasing) or
upper bound (if g is nonincreasing) on W (T ; g) for trees T with a given eccentric
sequence S, we can restrict ourselves to caterpillars. Lemma 3 proves such bounds
for caterpillars. The proof is a refinement of a method that was developed in [6] for
the ordinary Wiener index.
Lemma 3. Let g : N→ R be a nonnegative function and S = (r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml) a
tree eccentric sequence.
(a) If g is nondecreasing, then
W (T ; g) ≥ W (T(r;m2, . . . ,ml); g)
for every caterpillar T ∈ CS. If, in addition, g is strictly increasing, then equality
holds only if T = T(r;m2, . . . ,ml).
(b) If g is nonincreasing, then
W (T ; g) ≤ W (T(r;m2, . . . ,ml); g)
for every caterpillar T ∈ CS. If, in addition, g is strictly decreasing, then equality
holds only if T = T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml).
Proof. We only give a proof of part (a) since the proof of (b) is almost identical.
Let T ∈ CS. Let the backbone of T be the path v1, . . . , vd−1, so d = r + l − 1. We
may assume that d > 2 since otherwise T is a star and CS = TS = {T}.
We fix vertices v0 ∈ N(v1) − {v2} and vd ∈ N(vd−1) − {vd−2}. Then P0 :=
v0, v1, . . . , vd is a longest path in T . For every j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , d − 1}, let Cj be the
set of leaves adjacent to vj and not on P0. For every j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , dd−12 e}, set
Dj = Cj ∪Cd−j. The set Dj contains all vertices of eccentricity d+1− j, except two
vertices that are on P0. Hence |Dj| = ml+1−j − 2 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ dd−12 e. Moreover,
the sets V (P0), D1, D2, . . . , Dd d−1
2
e partition V (T ).
If X and Y are subsets of V (T ), then we write WT (X) for the sum of g(dT (x, y))
taken over all {x, y} ⊆ X, and WT (X, Y ) for the sum of g(dT (x, y)) taken over all
x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . With this notation, W (T ; g) can be expressed as
W (T ; g) = WT (V (P0)) +
d(d−1)/2e∑
j=1
WT (Dj, V (P0))
+
d(d−1)/2e∑
j=1
WT (Dj) +
∑
1≤i<j≤d(d−1)/2e
WT (Di, Dj) .(2)
We now bound the four terms of the right hand side of (2) separately and show that
each of these terms is minimised by T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml).
Clearly, WT (V (P0)) = W (P0; g) and so the first term depends only on d and g,
but not on the choice of T .
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We now consider the second term. Let w ∈ V (P0). Then dT (v, w) = 1 +dT (vj, w)
for v ∈ Cj, and dT (v, w) = 1 + dT (vd−j, w) for v ∈ Cd−j. Moreover for fixed j,∑
w∈V (P0)
g
(
(1 + dT (vj, w))
)
=
∑
w∈V (P0)
g
(
(1 + dT (vd−j, w))
)
by symmetry. It follows that
WT (Dj, V (P0)) = |Dj|
∑
w∈V (P0)
g
(
(1 + dT (vj, w))
)
,
and so
d(d−1)/2e∑
j=1
WT (Dj, V (P0)) =
d(d−1)/2e∑
j=1
|Dj|
∑
w∈V (P0)
g
(
(1 + dP0(vj, w))
)
.
Since |Dj| = ml+1−j − 2 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ dd−12 e, the second term in (2) depends only
on the sequence S and the function g, and not on the choice of T .
To bound the third term, note that dT (u, v) ≥ 2 for all u, v ∈ Dj such that u 6= v.
Since g is nondecreasing,
WT (Dj) ≥ g(2)
(|Dj|
2
)
.(3)
Equality holds in (3) if all elements of Dj are adjacent to the same vertex of P0,
i.e. if Cj = ∅ or Cd−j = ∅. Hence, if T = T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml), then equality holds
in (3) for all j. On the other hand, if g is strictly increasing, then equality holds
in (3) only if Cj = ∅ or Cd−j = ∅.
To bound the fourth term, let v ∈ Di and w ∈ Dj where i < j. Denote by v′ (resp.
w′) the vertex adjacent to v (resp. w) in T . Then v′ ∈ {vi, vd−i}, w′ ∈ {vj, vd−j},
and dT (v, w) = 2 + dT (v
′, w′). Moreover,
dT (vi, vj) = dT (vd−i, vd−j) = j − i ,
dT (vi, vd−j) = dT (vd−i, vj) = d− i− j ≥ j − i
with equality only if j = d/2. It follows that dT (v, w) ≥ 2 + j − i with equality in
the case j 6= d/2 only if v ∈ Ci and w ∈ Cj, or v ∈ Cd−i and w ∈ Cd−j. Summing
dT (v, w) over all v ∈ Di and w ∈ Dj, and using the fact that g is nondecreasing, we
obtain
WT (Di, Dj) ≥ g((2 + j − i))|Di| · |Dj| ,(4)
with equality in the case j 6= d/2 if Ci = Cj = ∅, or Cd−i = Cd−j = ∅. Hence
(5)
∑
1≤i<j≤d(d−1)/2e
WT (Di, Dj) ≥
∑
1≤i<j≤d(d−1)/2e
g((2 + j − i))|Di| · |Dj|.
Equality holds in (5) if Ci = Cj = ∅ or Cd−i = Cd−j = ∅ for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤
d(d−1)/2e; so equality in (5) holds if T = T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml). On the other hand,
if g is strictly increasing, then equality holds in (4) only if either C1 = C2 = · · · =
Cb(d−1)/2c = ∅, or Cd(d−1)/2e+1 = Cd(d−1)/2e+2 = · · · = Cd−1 = ∅, or d = 4.
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From (2) and the fact that T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml) minimises each of the four terms
on the right hand side of (2), we obtain
W (T ; g) ≥ W (T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml); g)
as desired.
In order to prove the second part of (a) assume that g is strictly increasing and
that W (T ; g) ≥ W (T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml); g). It follows from the above development
that either C1 = C2 = · · · = Cb(d−1)/2c = ∅, or Cd(d−1)/2e+1 = Cd(d−1)/2e+2 = · · · =
Cd−1 = ∅. In both cases T is isomorphic to T(r;m2, . . . ,ml). 
The proof of Theorem 2 now follows from Lemma 2 and Lemma 3.
Suitable choices of the function g now yield the following corollaries:
Corollary 1. Let S = (r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml) be a tree eccentric sequence. Then the
tree T(r;m2, . . . ,ml) uniquely minimises the Wiener index W (T ), the hyper Wiener
index WW (T ), the generalised Wiener index W λ(T ) for λ > 0, and the reciprocal
complementary Wiener index RCW (T ) among all trees T whose eccentric sequence
is S.
Corollary 2. Let S = (r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml) be a tree eccentric sequence. Then the
tree T(r;m2, . . . ,ml) uniquely maximises the generalised Wiener index W
λ(T ) for
λ < 0, and specifically the Harary index H(T ), among all trees T whose eccentric
sequence is S.
4. k-Steiner Wiener index
This section is concerned with another generalisation of the ordinary Wiener in-
dex, which is based on a generalisation of the usual distance between two vertices.
Let G be a connected graph and A a nonempty subset of V (G). The Steiner distance
of A is defined as the minimum number of edges in a subtree of G whose vertex set
contains A. A tree of minimum size containing A is referred to as a Steiner tree for
A. If G is a tree, then for every set A ⊆ V (G), there is only one Steiner tree. The
notion of Steiner distance in graphs was introduced in 1989 by Chartrand et al. [1]
as a natural generalisation of the ordinary distance between two vertices in a graph.
Let k > 0 be an integer. The k-Steiner Wiener index, SWk(G), of G is defined as
SWk(G) =
∑
A⊆V (G)
|A|=k
d(A) .
This index was explicitly introduced by Li, Mao and Gutman [20], although it
had previously been considered by Dankelmann, Oellermann and Swart [8, 9] in a
different but equivalent way.
Many results on W (G) are known to hold also for SWk(G); see for instance [8, 9,
20, 23]. There is also an application of SWk(G) in chemistry: it was shown in [15]
that for trees T , there exists an optimal value β such that W (T ) + βSWk(T ) yields
a better approximation of the boiling points of alkanes than W (T ).
The main result of [6] states that among all trees T with a given eccentric sequence
S = (r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml), the tree T(r;m2, . . . ,ml) is the unique tree that minimises
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W (T ). In this section we generalise this result by showing that the same tree
minimises also the k-Steiner Wiener index, and that the minimising tree is unique
if k is not too large (see Theorem 3).
We begin by considering some small and large values of k. For a non-trivial n-
vertex tree T and e ∈ E(T ), we denote by n1(e) and n2(e) the orders of the two
components of T − e. As noted in [20], the k-Steiner Wiener index of T can then be
expressed in terms of the values of n1(e) and n2(e) by counting how many times e
appears as an edge of a Steiner tree as follows:
SWk(T ) =
∑
e∈E(T )
k−1∑
j=1
(
n1(e)
j
)(
n2(e)
k − j
)
=
∑
e∈E(T )
((n
k
)
−
(
n1(e)
k
)
−
(
n2(e)
k
))
.(6)
First consider SW3(T ). Using (6), it is easy to establish that SW3(T ) =
n−2
2
W (T );
see [20]. It follows that T(r;m2, . . . ,ml) also uniquely minimises SW3(T ) among all
trees with this eccentric sequence. On the other hand, for k = n, Wn(T ) = n − 1
does not depend on the choice of T . For k = n− 1, it was shown in [21] that
Wn−2(T ) = n(n− 1)− p ,
where p is the number of leaves of T . Since among all trees in TS, the caterpillars
are exactly the trees maximising the number of leaves (see [7]), it follows that a
tree T ∈ TS minimises Wn−1(T ) if and only if it is a caterpillar, so in this case the
extremal tree is not unique in general.
We present the proof of our main result in two steps, with the first step proving
that a tree with minimum k-Steiner Wiener index among all trees with the same
eccentric sequence is necessarily a caterpillar.
Lemma 4. Fix a tree eccentric sequence S and an integer k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n− 1}. Let
T ∈ TS such that SWk(T ) ≥ SWk(T ′) for all T ′ ∈ TS. Then T is a caterpillar.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that T is not a caterpillar. Let P0 be a longest path
in T , vj a vertex on P0 that has a neighbour u which is not a leaf. Let L, R and U
be as in Definition 3, and let T ′ be the mate of T . Then T ′ ∈ TS by Lemma 1.
Let A ⊂ V (T ) be a k-set. It is easy to see that the value dT ′(A)− dT (A) depends
only on which of the sets A ∩ R, A ∩ L − {u}, A ∩ U and A ∩ {u} are non-empty.
Clearly, if A ⊆ L ∪ R or A ⊆ U , then dT ′(A) − dT (A) = 0. Considering all other
possibilities, we find the values of dT ′(A)− dT (A) as summarised in Table 1 below.
For i ∈ {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2} we define Mi to be the set of all k-subsets A of V (T ) for
which dT ′(A)− dT (A) = i. Clearly,
(7) SWk(T
′)− SWk(T ) =
2∑
i=−2
i|Mi| = 2
(|M2| − |M−2|)+ (|M1| − |M−1|).
From Table 1 we see that
M−2 = {A ⊆ R ∪ U | A ∩R 6= ∅ and A ∩ U 6= ∅},
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Table 1. Cases where A ∩ (L ∪R) 6= ∅ and A ∩ U 6= ∅.
A ∩ (L− {u}) A ∩R A ∩ {u} dT ′(A)− dT (A)
= ∅ = ∅ 6= ∅ 2
= ∅ 6= ∅ = ∅ −2
= ∅ 6= ∅ 6= ∅ 0
6= ∅ = ∅ = ∅ 0
6= ∅ = ∅ 6= ∅ 1
6= ∅ 6= ∅ = ∅ −1
6= ∅ 6= ∅ 6= ∅ 0
M2 = {A ⊆ U ∪ {u} | A ∩ U 6= ∅ and u ∈ A},
M−1 = {A ⊆ (L−{u})∪R∪U | A∩ (L−{u}) 6= ∅ and A∩R 6= ∅ and A∩U 6= ∅},
M1 = {A ⊆ L ∪ U | u ∈ A and A ∩ (L− {u}) 6= ∅ and A ∩ U 6= ∅}.
Now fix a vertex r ∈ R. We define a mapping f2 : M2 → M−2 by setting
f2(A) = A ∪ {r} − {u} for all A ∈M2. Clearly, f2 is an injection, so |M−2| ≥ |M2|.
Similarly, we define a mapping f1 : M1 → M−1 by setting f1(A) = A ∪ {r} − {u}
for all A ∈ M1. Clearly, f1 is an injection, but since |R| > 1, f1 is not a surjection.
Therefore, |M−1| > |M1|. Hence, by (7) we conclude that
SWk(T
′)− SWk(T ) < 0.
This contradiction to SWk(T ) being minimum proves the lemma. 
The following lemma, which we give without proof, is needed for the proof of the
main theorem of this section.
Lemma 5. Given t, z, k ∈ N with 2t ≤ z. Then the function f(x, y) = (x
k
)
+
(
y
k
)
is
maximised, subject to x+ y = z, x, y ∈ N and x, y ≥ t, if x = t and y = z − t.
If k ≤ z − t, then (x, y) = (t, z − t) and (x, y) = (z − t, t) are the only choices for x
and y maximising f .
We can now state and prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 3. Let S = (r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml) be a tree eccentric sequence, T ∈ TS and
k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n− 1}. Then
SWk(T ) ≥ SWk(T(r;m2, . . . ,ml)).
If k ≤ n− dd
2
e, then equality implies that T = T(r;m2, . . . ,ml).
Proof. By Lemma 4, it suffices to prove the theorem for caterpillars. Let T ∈ CS
and let P : v1, v2, . . . , vd−1 be the backbone, and let P0 : v0, v1, . . . , vd be a longest
path in T . We define a weight function w on the set of edges of T by
w(e) =
(
n
k
)
−
(
n1(e)
k
)
−
(
n2(e)
k
)
,
where n1(e) and n2(e) are the orders of the two components of T − e. By (6),
SWk(T ) =
∑
e∈E(T )
w(e).
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If e is a pendent edge, then the two components of T − e have 1 and n− 1 vertices,
respectively. Hence we have
(8) w(e) =
(
n
k
)
−
(
n− 1
k
)
for all e ∈ E(T )− E(P ).
In order to bound
∑
e∈E(P )w(e) from below, we partition the set E(P ) into sets
E1, E2, . . . , Eb(d−1)/2c, where Ei = {vivi+1, vd−1−ivd−i} for i = 1, 2, . . . , bd−12 c. Note
that Ei contains two edges, unless d is odd and i =
d−1
2
, in which case E(d−1)/2 =
{v(d−1)/2v(d+1)/2}. First consider T − Ei for i < d−12 . Then T − Ei consists of three
components Ai, Bi and Ci, where Ai contains the vertices of the (v1, vi)-segment of
P and its neighbours, Bi contains the vertices of the (vi+1, vd−1−i)-segment of P and
its neighbours, and Ci contains the vertices of the (vd−i, vd−1)-segment of P and its
neighbours. Denote the cardinalities of Ai, Bi and Ci by ai, bi and ci, respectively.
The set Bi contains all vertices whose eccentricity is not more than d− i, except vi
and vd−i. Hence, we have
bi = −2 +
l−i∑
j=1
mj,
(9) ai + ci = n+ 2−
l−i∑
j=1
mj.
Since {v0, v1, . . . , vi} ⊆ Ai and {vd−i, vd−i+1, . . . , vd} ⊆ Ci, we also have
(10) ai ≥ i+ 1 and ci ≥ i+ 1.
We now bound the total weight of the edges in Ei.∑
e∈Ei
w(e) = w(vivi+1) + w(vd−1−ivd−i)
=
(
n
k
)
−
(
ai
k
)
−
(
n− ai
k
)
+
(
n
k
)
−
(
ci
k
)
−
(
n− ci
k
)
It follows from Lemma 5 that the term
(
ai
k
)
+
(
ci
k
)
is maximised, subject to (9)
and (10), if ai = n + 1 − i −
∑l−i
j=1mj and ci = i + 1. Since by (9) we have
(n− ai) + (n− ci) = n− 2 +
∑l−i
j=1mj, and by (10) we have n− ai ≤ n− i− 1 and
n− ci ≤ n− i− 1, it follows by Lemma 5 that the term
(
n−ai
k
)
+
(
n−ci
k
)
is maximised
if n− ai = i− 1 +
∑l−i
j=1mj and n− ci = n− i− 1. Hence∑
e∈Ei
w(e) ≥ 2
(
n
k
)
−
(
n+ 1− i−∑l−ij=1mj
k
)
−
(
i+ 1
k
)
−
(
i− 1 +∑l−ij=1mj
k
)
−
(
n− i− 1
k
)
.(11)
We note that equality holds in (11) if ai = i + 1 or ci = i + 1, that is, if either
none of the vertices v0, v1, . . . , vi has a neighbour not on P , or none of the vertices
vd−i, vd−i+1, . . . , vd has a neighbour not on P . That means, in particular, that for
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the tree T(r;m2, . . . ,ml) equality holds for all i with 1 ≤ i < d−12 .
Case 1: d is odd.
Then the set E(d−1)/2 consists of only one edge, viz v(d−1)/2v(d+1)/2. Since removing
v(d−1)/2v(d+1)/2 splits the path P0 into two parts with (d+1)/2 vertices each, we have
nj(v(d−1)/2v(d+1)/2) ≥ d+12 for j = 1, 2, and so, by Lemma 5,
w(v(d−1)/2v(d+1)/2) =
(
n
k
)
−
(
n1(v(d−1)/2v(d+1)/2)
k
)
−
(
n2(v(d−1)/2v(d+1)/2)
k
)
≥
(
n
k
)
−
(
(d+ 1)/2
k
)
−
(
n− (d+ 1)/2
k
)
,(12)
with equality if nj(v(d−1)/2v(d+1)/2) = d+12 for some j ∈ {1, 2}, so equality holds in
particular for T(r;m2, . . . ,ml).
Adding (8), (11) for i = 1, 2, . . . , d−3
2
, and (12) we obtain
SWk(T ) =
∑
e∈E(T )−E(P )
w(e) +
( (d−3)/2∑
i=1
∑
e∈Ei
w(e)
)
+ w(v(d−1)/2v(d+1)/2)
≥ (n− d+ 1)
[(n
k
)
−
(
n− 1
k
)]
+
[ (d−3)/2∑
i=1
2
(
n
k
)
−
(
n+ 1− i−∑l−ij=1mj
k
)
−
(
i+ 1
k
)
−
(
i− 1 +∑l−ij=1mj
k
)
−
(
n− i− 1
k
)]
+
[(n
k
)
−
(
(d+ 1)/2
k
)
−
(
n− (d+ 1)/2
k
)]
= SWk(T(r;m2, . . . ,ml)) ,
with the last equality holding since for T = T(r;m2, . . . ,ml), we have equality in
(8), (11) and (12). This proves the first part of the theorem for the case where
d = r + l − 1 is odd.
For the proof of the second part of the theorem, assume that
SWk(T ) = SWk(T(r;m2, . . . ,ml)) and that k ≤ n− d+ 1
2
.
Then we have equality in (12). By Lemma 5 this implies that nj(v(d−1)/2v(d+1)/2) =
d+1
2
for some j ∈ {1, 2}, so either the vertices v0, v1, . . . , v(d−1)/2 have no neighbour
outside P0 in T , or the vertices v(d+1)/2, v(d+3)/2, . . . , vd have no neighbour outside P0
in T . It is easy to see that this proves that T is isomorphic to T(r;m2, . . . ,ml).
Case 2: d is even.
The proof for the case d even is very similar to the case d odd. Adding (8)
and (11) for i = 1, 2, . . . , d−2
2
yields that SWk(T ) ≥ SWk(T(r;m2, . . . ,ml)), so
the first part of the theorem holds. As in Case 1 we conclude that either the vertices
v0, v1, . . . , v(d−2)/2 have no neighbour outside P0 in T , or the vertices v(d+2)/2, v(d+4)/2,
. . . , vd have no neighbour outside P0 in T , and so T is isomorphic to T(r;m2, . . . ,ml).

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We now show that the condition k ≤ n−dd
2
e for uniqueness of the extremal tree in
Theorem 3 is best possible. Let n, d, k ∈ N with n ≥ d+3 and n+1−dd
2
e ≤ k ≤ n−1
be given. As before, let P0 be the path v0, v1, . . . , vd.
First assume that d is odd. let T1 be obtained from P0 by adding n−d−1 new vertices
and joining them to v(d−1)/2, and let T2 be obtained from P0 by adding n − d − 1
new vertices and joining one of these to v(d+1)/2 and the remaining n−d−2 vertices
to v(d−1)/2. Then both, T1 and T2 have n − d + 1 vertices of eccentricity d+32 , and
two vertices of eccentricity i for all i ∈ N with d+1
2
≤ i ≤ d and i 6= d+3
2
. Clearly,
T1 = T(
d+1
2
;n − d + 1, 2, 2, . . . , 2). The trees T1 and T2 for n = 11 and d = 7 are
shown in Figure 2, where v(d−1)/2 and v(d+1)/2 are solid grey.
Figure 2. The trees T1 and T2 for n = 11 and d = 7.
To see that SWk(T1) = SWk(T2), notice that if an edge of T1 splits T1 into two
components with a and b vertices, then so does the corresponding edge of T2, unless
v(d−1)/2v(d+1)/2. Therefore, the weight of each edge of T1 except v(d−1)/2v(d+1)/2.
equals the weight of its corresponding edge in T2. The edge v(d−1)/2v(d+1)/2 also has
the same weight
(
n
k
)
, in T1 and in T2 since k > n − d+12 . By (6) we conclude that
SWk(T1) = SWk(T2). Hence the extremal tree is not unique for n+ 1− dd2e ≤ k ≤
n− 1.
If d is even, then a similar construction demonstrates that the extremal tree is
not unique. Let T1 be obtained from P0 by adding n−d−1 new vertices and joining
them to v(d−2)/2, and let T2 be obtained from P0 by adding n−d−1 new vertices and
joining one of these to v(d+2)/2 and the remaining n− d− 2 vertices to v(d−2)/2. The
same reasoning as above shows that SWk(T1) = SWk(T2) for n+1−dd2e ≤ k ≤ n−1,
and so the extremal tree is not unique in this case.
5. Trees with a given diameter
In this section we apply our results from the two preceding sections to derive sharp
lower or upper bounds (depending on whether g is nondecreasing or nonincreasing)
on the Wiener-type index W (T ; g) for trees T with given order and diameter. Given
n, d ∈ N with 2 ≤ d ≤ n − 1, let Td,n be the tree obtained by attaching n − d − 1
pendent edges to a centre vertex of the path of order d+ 1; so Td,n = T(dd/2e;n−
d + 1, 2, 2, . . . , 2). The tree Td,n has been shown to minimise or maximise several
distance-based topological indices among all trees with order n and diameter d. In
this section we show that these results are consequences of our results from the
previous sections, thereby correcting an error in the literature.
Lemma 6. Let S = (r;m2, . . . ,ml) be a tree eccentric sequence with d = r+l−1 ≥ 3
and max{m3,m4, . . . ,ml} > 2. Let i ∈ {3, 4, . . . , l} be the largest value such that
mi > 2. Let S
′ be the sequence S ′ = (r,m′2,m
′
3, . . . ,m
′
l) with m
′
i−1 = mi−1 +mi − 2,
m′i = 2 and m
′
j = mj for all j /∈ {i− 1, i}.
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(a) Then the sequence S ′ is tree eccentric.
(b) If g is nonnegative and strictly increasing, then
W (T(r;m′2,m
′
3, . . . ,m
′
l); g) < W (T(r;m1,m2, . . . ,ml); g).
(c) If g is nonnegative and strictly decreasing, then
W (T(r;m′2,m
′
3, . . . ,m
′
l); g) > W (T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml); g).
(d) If 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, then
SWk(T(r;m
′
2,m
′
3, . . . ,m
′
l)) ≤ SWk(T(r;m1,m2, . . . ,ml)),
and if k ≤ n− dd/2e and i = 3, then the inequality is strict.
Proof. Denote the tree T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml) by T and T(r;m
′
2,m
′
3, . . . ,m
′
l) by T
′.
Since S ′ is the eccentric sequence of T ′, the sequence S ′ is tree eccentric. This proves
part (a). Note that nS = nS′ = n and that dS = dS′ = d.
To prove part (b) assume that g is strictly increasing. Let P0 : v0, v1, . . . , vd be
a longest path in T as well as T ′. Let p = l + 1 − i. So the eccentricity of vp is
r + i − 2 in T , and vp is therefore the first (from v0) of the vertices of P0 that in
T has neighbours outside P0. Denote the set N(vp)− V (P0) by A. Then T ′ can be
obtained from T by replacing the edge xvp with xvp+1 for all x ∈ A. Denote the set
V (T )− (V (P0) ∪ A) by B.
Comparing W (T ; g) and W (T ′; g), we note that the distance between two vertices
in T differs from the distance between the same vertices in T ′ if and only if exactly
one of them belongs to A. Hence
W (T ; g)−W (T ′; g) =
∑
x∈A,y∈B
[g(dT (x, y))− g(dT ′(x, y))]
+
∑
x∈A
d∑
j=0
[g(dT (x, vj))− g(dT (x, vj))]
=
∑
x∈A,y∈B
[g(dT (x, y))− g(dT (x, y)− 1)]
+|A|
d∑
j=0
[g(|j − p|+ 1)− g(|j − (p+ 1)|+ 1)].
Now
∑
x∈A,y∈B[g(dT (x, y))−g(dT (x, y)−1)] > 0 since g is strictly increasing. In the
second sum we add the terms g(p+1), g(p), . . . , g(1) and g(2), g(3), . . . , g(d−p+1),
and we subtract g(p+ 2), g(p+ 1), . . . , g(1) and g(2), g(3), . . . , g(d− p). Cancelling
equal terms, we obtain
W (T ; g)−W (T ′; g) ≥ |A|(g(d− p+ 1)− g(p+ 2)) > 0
since d − p + 1 ≥ p + 2 and g is increasing. This completes the proof of (b). We
omit the proof of (c) since it is almost identical to the proof of (b).
To prove part (d) we make use of the fact that SWk(T ) =
∑
e∈E(T )w(e), where
the weight of an edge e is defined by w(e) =
(
n
k
) − (n1(e)
k
) − (n2(e)
k
)
, and n1(e) and
n2(e) are the orders of the two components of T − e.
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It is easy to verify that for every edge e of T , the corresponding edge of T ′
has the same weight, unless e = vpvp+1, where p is as defined in the proof of (b).
Denoting the weight of e in T and T ′ by w(e) and w′(e), respectively, we have
w(vpvp+1) =
(
n
k
) − (p+mi−1
k
) − (n−p−mi+1
k
)
and w′(vpvp+1) =
(
n
k
) − (p+1
k
) − (n−p−1
k
)
.
Hence
SWk(T )− SWk(T ′) = w(vpvp+1)− w′(vpvp+1)
= −
(
p+mi − 1
k
)
−
(
n− p−mi + 1
k
)
+
(
p+ 1
k
)
+
(
n− p− 1
k
)
≥ 0,
with the last inequality holding by Lemma 5 since (p + 1) + (n − p − 1) = n =
(p+mi − 1) + (n− p−mi + 1). If k ≤ n− dd2e and i = 3, then p = l − 2 and thus
n − p − 1 = n + 1 − l = n − dd
2
e ≥ k, and by Lemma 5 the inequality is strict, i.e.
SWk(T )− SWk(T ′) > 0, as desired.

Theorem 4. Let g(x) be a function on N that is nonnegative. Let T be a tree with
order n and diameter d.
(a) If g is strictly increasing, then
W (T ; g) ≥ W (Td,n; g).
Equality holds if and only if T = Td,n.
(b) If g is strictly decreasing, then
W (T ; g) ≤ W (Td,n; g).
Equality holds if and only if T = Td,n.
Proof. We only prove part (a) since the proof of (b) is almost identical.
Let T be a tree with order n and diameter d, and let S = (r,m2, . . . ,ml) be its
eccentric sequence. By Theorem 2,
(13) W (T ; g) ≥ W (T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml)),
with equality if and only if T = T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml).
We claim that
(14) W (T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml)) ≥ W (Td,n; g).
Indeed, if T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml) = Td,n, then there is nothing to prove, and if
T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml)) 6= Td,n then it is easy to see that max{m3,m4, . . . ,ml} > 2,
and so repeated application of Lemma 6 yields (14). Moreover, equality in (14)
holds by Lemma 6 only if T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml) = Td,n.
Now (13) and (14) yield the inequality in part (a) of the theorem.
If we have equality, i.e., if W (T ; g) = W (Td,n; g), then we have equality in (13) and
(14), and thus T = T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml) = Td,n. 
We note that the inequality in part (a) of Theorem 4 holds even if g is not strictly
increasing but only nondecreasing. However, in this case equality may hold for trees
other than Td,n. The same holds true for part (b) of Theorem 4.
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The following corollaries are immediate consequences of Theorem 4. Let d, n be
fixed integers such that 1 < d ≤ n− 1.
Corollary 3 ([32]). Among all trees with order n and diameter d, the tree Td,n is
the unique tree that minimises the hyper-Wiener index.
Corollary 4. (a) Let λ ∈ R with λ > 0, Among all trees with order n and diame-
ter d, the tree Td,n is the unique tree that minimises the generalised Wiener index
W λ(T ).
(b) Let λ ∈ R with λ < 0. Among all trees with order n and diameter d, the tree
Td,n is the unique tree that maximises the generalised Wiener index W
λ(T ).
Corollary 5 ([17]). Among all trees with order n and diameter d, the tree Td,n is
the unique tree that maximises the Harary index.
Corollary 6 ([2]). Among all trees with order n and diameter d, the tree Td,n is
the unique tree that minimises the reciprocal complementary Wiener index.
Theorem 3 (see Section 4) also implies the main result of [23], a sharp lower
bound on the k-Steiner Wiener index of trees with given order and diameter. We
note, however, a minor error in [23], where the authors incorrectly claim that the
extremal tree is unique for all k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n− 2}. The trees T1 and T2 (Figure 2)
presented at the end of Section 4 show that this is not the case. In our corollary
below we correct this error.
Corollary 7 ([23]). Let T be a tree with order n and diameter d, and let k ∈
{2, 3, . . . , n− 1}. Then
(15) SWk(T ) ≥ SWk(Td,n).
If k ≤ n− dd
2
e, then equality implies that T = Td,n.
Proof. Let T be a tree with order n and diameter d, and let S = (r,m2, . . . ,ml) be
its eccentric sequence. By Theorem 3 we have SWk(T ) ≥ SWk(T(r;m2, . . . ,ml)).
Case 1: T(r;m2, . . . ,ml) = Td,n.
Then (15) holds. If k ≤ n−dd/2e, then by Theorem 3 we have equality in (15) only
if T = T(r;m2, . . . ,ml), i.e., if T = Td,n.
Case 2: T(r;m2, . . . ,ml) 6= Td,n.
Then l ≥ 3 and there exists an index i with mi ≥ 3. Indeed, if l = 2, then T has di-
ameter 2, but the star is the only tree with that property. Also, ifmi = 2 for all i ≥ 3,
then it is easy to see that T = Td,n, a contradiction. Define i(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml)
to be the largest i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , l} for which mi > 2. Let S ′ be the sequence
S ′ = (r,m′2,m
′
3, . . . ,m
′
l) with m
′
i−1 = mi−1 + mi − 2, m′i = 2 and m′j = mj for
all j /∈ {i− 1, i}, as described in Lemma 6, and let T ′ := T(r;m′2, . . . ,m′l). Clearly,
i(r;m′2, . . . ,m
′
l) = i(r;m2, . . . ,ml)− 1, and the tree T ′ has diameter d. By part (d)
of Lemma 6 we have SWk(T ) ≥ SWk(T ′). Applying this modification to the se-
quence S ′ = (r,m′2,m
′
3, . . . ,m
′
l) we obtain a sequence S
′′ = (r,m′′2,m
′′
3, . . . ,m
′′
l ) with
i(S ′′) = i(S ′) − 1. Letting T ′′ := T(r;m′′2, . . . ,m′′l ) we have, as above, SWk(T ′) ≥
SWk(T
′′).
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Repeating this step s := i(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml) − 2 times we obtain a sequence of se-
quences S, S ′, S ′′, . . . , S(s) with (i(S), i(S ′), i(S ′′), . . . , i(Ss)) = (i(S), i(S)− 1, i(S)−
2, . . . , 2), as well as corresponding trees T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml), T
′, T ′′, . . . , T (s), with
SWk(T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml)) ≥ SWk(T ′) ≥ SWk(T ′′) ≥ · · · ≥ SWk(T (s)). Since
i(S(s−1)) = 3, we have that the last inequality in this chain is strict if k ≤ n−dd/2e
(see Lemma 6). It follows that SWk(T ) ≥ SWk(T(r;m2,m3, . . . ,ml)) > SWk(T (s)).
It is now easy to see that T (s) = Td since i(S
(s)) = 2. Hence the corollary follows. 
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